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3.icide: INTELL

1. U.S. NICK (CABLE) AUGUST 4 REPORTS CUBANS WAS ATTACKED
   LAND IN ECONOMIC VIOLATIONS. WAS GIVEN ORDER OF RADAR TEST
   ATTACK. 7 MI-1 BELL WHICH TOOK PANG IN XIHIKALEA SHIP.
   PARTY ARRIVED AT SAN JULIAN AIR BASE ON MORNING OF INCIDENT.
   AFTER ENCOUNTER AIRCRAFT RETURNED TO UNIDENTIFIED BASES.

2. U.S. AUG. 5 (CABLE) AUGUST 5 REPORTS CUBAN MANAGEMENT POOL
   WILL ESTABLISH CONMAIN DINING HALLS IN RESTAURANTS. ALSO RUMORED
   FOOD RATION BOOKS WILL BE ABOLISHED IF DINING HALLS ORGANIZED.

3. U.S. AUG. 7 (CABLE) REPORTS CUBAN POOLS L.PREPARED SAIL FOR
   STRIKE AGAINST CUBAN AS SUCH AS IRA COMMITTEE PERMIT.

4.ヘラ, AND OTHER/U.S. NOTHING TO REPORT.

D. PRESS AND RADIO

1. ALFREDO FERRER BARREIRO. 28 MAY SPOK CUBANS RESTING
   IN NEW YORK CITY WITH MARVIN OSWALD AND CARLOS LECHEA. CUBAN
   AMBASSADOR TO-U.S. HAVING LUNCH TOGETHER AT PARK AVE AND 937
   ST CREW NIGHTS.

II. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. FY


2. LACOSTE CARPENT REPAIRS IDEAL AND PHOTOS OF TRAITORS
   IN STRATEGIC ARMS AT SAN JULIAN AIR BASE RECEIVED FROM ARGENT.

3. WEEK FROM ARGENT, REPAIR-2, AND MARCH-2 RECEIVED
   HAVE WAS FEDER POSES.

4. GUNS ARE IDENTIFIED POSSIBLE CUBAN LEAD RECEIVED-
   SCHEER IN NEW IDENTITY.

(Enclosures)

(Handwritten Notes)
THREE RGs RECEIVED IN THE PLOT OF AREA-1. AREA-1 REPORTED ABOVE G WAS INDIRECTLY CONTACTED WITH COMMUNITY AND WILLING SUPPLY INFORMATION.

6. RGs SENT TO AREA-1, AREA-2, AND AREA-3.

C. CI

1. SEE VAVE 2319 ETD AREA-2 NEXT.

2. SEE VAVE 2360 RE CI SUSPECT SURFACED DURING SECURITY PROCESSING SUBJECT AS VAVE ASSET.

C. PM. NOTHING TO REPORT.

D. PM

1. RG-62 RECEIVED FROM RGs-CONTROLLED PERSON. GIVES INFORMATION OR TRAINING RECRUITED AGENTS; SAYS MONEY ALMOST GONE.

2. AMBASSADOR RGs-68, 69, AND 80 SEEN BY COEA ANG GEOP, WITH LIGHT AND VERBAL SIGNALS. VGs AGENTS WILL EXTINGUISH THIS OPERATIONAL.

E. RS. NOTHING TO REPORT.

III. LIAISON DEVELOPMENTS. NOTHING TO REPORT.

IV. ADMIN AND SUPPORT

A. TRAFFIC

B. COMMUNICATIONS

C. ORGANIZATION

D. SUPPLY

E. CONTROL

F. FUTURES

G. TRANSPORT

H. TECHNICAL

I. SECURITY

J. PAYMENT

K. COMMISSION

L. LEGAL

M. TRAINING

N. SUPPORT

O. PERSONNEL

P. FINANCE

Q. ACCOUNTING

R. TECHNOLOGY

S. PROCUREMENT

T. PERSONNEL

U. SECURITY

V. COMMUNICATIONS

W. COE

X. TECHNICAL

Y. TRANSPORT

Z. COMMISSION

1. PAYMENT

2. FUTURES

3. TRANSPORT

4. TECHNICAL

5. SECURITY

6. PERSONNEL

7. FINANCE

8. ACCOUNTING

9. TECHNOLOGY

10. PROCUREMENT

11. ORGANIZATION
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13. SUPPORT
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17. AMBASSADOR

18. RGs-CONTROLLED

19. PERSON

20. RG-62

21. MONEY

22. AMBASSADOR

23. RS.

24. SECURITY

25. OPERATIONAL

26. VGs

27. AGENTS

28. CONTINUE

29. EXTINGUISH

30. THIS

31. OPERATIONAL

32. NEXT